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This year the Kansas Turfgrass Conference will be held in conjunction with the
Kansas Nursery & Landscape Association at the Kansas Expo Centre in Topeka
on December 1, 2 & 3. By partnering with KNLA, we hope to have a larger audience and trade show, as well as offering more sessions for attendees.
The conference is an excellent way to learn about turf and landscape management,
visit with old friends, network with new ones, and see all the latest and greatest
equipment and supplies from local and national vendors.
Sessions include Basic Turfgrass; Disease, Insect & Weed Management; Golf Turf
Management; Sports Turf; Lawn Care; Basic Nursery & Landscape and Advanced
Nursery & Landscape (sponsored by NurseryW orks).
On December 2, Ewing Irrigation is sponsoring the Sports Turf session which is
part of an initiative to educate coaches, sports turf managers and volunteers on
how to maintain the safest, most playable baseball fields possible. At this event,
you will have the opportunity to network and learn tips from two former top NFL/
MLB groundskeepers., Troy Smith and Luke Yoder. The focus will be on the
proper construction of a pitching mound from the ground up by actually building a
pitcher’s mound in the trade show area.
You can register online for the conference at https://2015ktf.eventbrite.com
The conference has been approved for the following :
State Pesticide Applicator Recertification Credit Hours:
1 Core Hour
3A—9.5 hours
GCSAA Education Points
December 1 workshops—.55
International Society of Arboriculture
CEUs available for
Certified Arborists
You will receive a
conference program
in the mail with a
ballot for board of
directors of KTF.
Please take the time
to vote for 3 board
of directors and mail
or fax it in. See you
in December!

3B—9.5 hours

December 2 & 3 conference—.75

Power Raking or
Core Aeration?

Message from the President
Thanks to everyone who took the time
away from their busy schedules to attend
the Turf & Ornamentals Field Day back
on August 6th. Those in attendance were
treated to a great program, a revamped
exhibitor area, and were able to witness
first-hand all the changes that have been
made at the Olathe Research Station. The
entire K-State staff is to be commended
for a job well done!

September is the optimum time to power rake or core-aerate
tall fescue and Kentucky bluegrass lawns. These grasses
should be coming out of their summer doldrums and beginning to grow more vigorously. This is a good time to consider what we are trying to accomplish with these practices.
Power raking is primarily a thatch control operation. It can
be excessively damaging to the turf if not done carefully. For
lawns with one-half inch of thatch or less, I don’t recommend power raking; instead use aeration. For those who are
unsure what thatch is, it is a springy layer of light-brown
organic matter that resembles peat moss and is located above
the soil, but below the grass foliage. Power raking pulls up
an incredible amount of material that then must be dealt with
by composting or discarding.

The day before field day, your KTF Board and K-State staff
held a planning meeting for this year’s Kansas Turfgrass
Conference to be held December 1, 2 and 3. Over the course
of the meeting, staff and the Board were able to collaborate
on some new ideas that will bring some exciting changes to
this year’s conference. These changes include class offerings
on the trade show floor, a hands-on sports turf demonstration
on the trade show floor, and some new class offerings as a
result of our partnership with the Kansas Nursery and Landscape Association. Again, job well done. I look forward to a
new and improved Conference!
Finally, I would like to say thank you to Christy and the rest
of the K-State staff, the KTF Board and KTF membership for
the honor of serving as your president. I have truly enjoyed
the opportunity to be a part of such a great organization that
plays such an important role in shaping the future of our industry. (Jeff Eldridge, CGCS)

New KTF Logo
Check out our new KTF logo! New KTF membership certificates, incorporating the new logo, will be given to each
dues paying member at the Kansas Turf Conference in December.

Core-aeration is a much better practice for most lawns. By
removing cores of soil, core-aeration relieves compaction,
hastens thatch decomposition, and improves water, nutrient,
and oxygen movement into the soil profile. This operation
should be performed when the soil is just moist enough so
that it crumbles easily when worked between the fingers.
Enough passes should be made so that the holes are spaced
about 2 to 3 inches apart. Ideally, the holes should penetrate
2.5 to 3 inches deep. The cores can be left on the lawn to
decompose naturally (a process that usually takes two or
three weeks, depending on soil-type), or they can be broken
up with a power rake set just low enough to nick the cores,
and then dragged with a section of chain-link fence or a steel
doormat. The intermingling of soil and thatch is beneficial to
the lawn. (Jared Hoyle)
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New Fine-Textured,
Cold-Hardy Zoysiagrass on
the Horizon

Initially, over 800 individual, genetically different hybrids
were developed at Texas A&M AgriLife Research – Dallas
in 2001. Grasses were planted in Manhattan, KS in 2004 and
evaluated for quality and winter survival between 2004 and
2006. KSUZ 0802 was one of 31 hybrids selected for further
evaluation at Manhattan in 2007 and 2008 under golf course
conditions. These 31 were later narrowed to 7 hybrids, including KSUZ 0802, which were evaluated at nine locations
in the transition zone under typical lawn or golf course fairway management conditions from 2009 to 2012. These locations were Wichita and Manhattan, KS; Columbia, MO;
Fletcher and Jackson Springs, NC; Stillwater, OK; Knoxville, TN; Virginia Beach, and Blacksburg, VA; and Dallas,
TX.

‘Meyer’ zoysiagrass was released in 1952, and is still widely
used in the transition zone due, in large part, to its excellent
cold hardiness. However, as good as Meyer is, it has limitations, including a medium coarse leaf texture and inferior
density compared to Zoysia matrella-type cultivars. In 2004,
researchers at K-State and Texas A&M AgriLife ResearchDallas began working together to develop dense, finetextured zoysiagrasses that are as cold hardy as Meyer. Eleven years later, the first zoysiagrass from this effort, KSUZ
0802 (a formal name is forthcoming), has been approved for
release by K-State, and is expected to be approved for release
by Texas A&M this autumn.

KSUZ 0802

Meyer

Zeon

Figure 2. The finer texture and improved density of KSUZ
0802 (Right) is obvious when compared to Meyer (left).
KSUZ 0802 has repeatedly demonstrated cold hardiness
equivalent to Meyer in replicated field plot research (Fig. 1).
Following a severe winter in 2013 in Manhattan, KS, KSUZ
0802 and Meyer had >99% survival; conversely,
‘Empire’ (Z. japonica) had 78% survival, ‘Zeon’ (Z. matrella) had 72% survival, and a large number of experimental Z.
matrella selections had < 50% survival (Thompson et al.
2013). Freezing tolerance studies conducted under controlled
conditions at K-State showed that KSUZ 0802 had an LT50
(lethal temperature that kills 50% of the tillers) that was statistically similar to Meyer in two consecutive winters (Okeyo
et al., 2011). Observed LT50 ranged from – 8.4 to – 10.3º C
(17 to 14 º F) for KSUZ 0802 and from – 10.7 to – 12.0º C
(13 to 10 º F) for Meyer. Based upon the results from research, KSUZ 0802 can be used as far north as zone 6a on
the USDA Plant Hardiness Zone Map (http://
planthardiness.ars.usda.gov/PHZMWeb/).

Empire

Figure 1. KSUZ 0802 and Meyer are among only a few
zoysiagrasses that have no winter injury hardiness in May
2015 at Manhattan, KS.
KSUZ 0802 is a fine-textured, cold-tolerant zoysiagrass hybrid co-developed by Texas A&M AgriLife Research, Dallas, TX and the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Manhattan, KS. KSUZ 0802 is a F1 interspecific hybrid developed in 2001 from a cross between Z. matrella (L). Merr.
cv. ‘Cavalier’ and an ecotype of Z. japonica Steud. named
‘Anderson 1’, a derivative of ‘Chinese Common’ which was
collected from rough areas at Alvamar Golf Course in Lawrence, KS. Cavalier is a high quality Z. matrella cultivar, but
lacks the hardiness to be used in the upper transition zone.
By crossing it with Chinese Common, which is cold hardy,
we have created a cultivar that has Z. matrella-like quality,
but with good cold hardiness. KSUZ 0802 must be propagated vegetatively.

In general, KSUZ 0802 has a finer leaf texture and better
density relative to Meyer, which results in better overall turf
quality (Fig. 2 and 3). Average turf quality of KSUZ 0802
(average rating of 6.1 on a 1 to 9 scale) was higher than
Meyer (average rating of 5.5) maintained at lawn height in
Wichita, Kansas; Jackson Springs, NC; Stillwater, OK; Dallas, TX; and Blacksburg, VA. At fairway height, quality of
KSUZ 0802 (average of 6.9) was superior to Meyer (average
of 5.6) at the two locations it was evaluated – Manhattan, KS
and Stillwater, OK. (continued)
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New Fine-Textured, Cold-Hardy
Zoysiagrass on the Horizon (continued)

Olathe Research
Station Update

To summarize aforementioned results, and other research
that has been with KSUZ 0802, its freezing tolerance, spring
green-up and fall color retention are equivalent to Meyer, but
it has a finer leaf texture than Meyer. KSUZ 0802 is also
superior to Meyer for turfgrass quality and resistance to bluegrass billbug (Sphenophorus parvulus) damage. KSUZ 0802
is well suited for use on golf course fairways and tees, home
lawns, and other recreational areas in the transition zone. It
is currently under evaluation by sod growers in Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Illinois, Indiana and North Carolina. If you
have questions about KSUZ 0802, or interest in producing it,
contact either Jack Fry (jfry@ksu.edu) or Ambika Chandra
(a-chandra@tamu.edu).

It was great to see everyone that came
out for the Turf & Ornamentals Field
Day on August 6 in Olathe. I hope
you enjoyed the day and learned
something that might be helpful.
Everything is going great at Olathe
and the turf plots are looking good
going into the fall.
If anyone has some concrete they would like to donate, we
could use it for a floor in the shop. We are also needing a
string trimmer. My wish list is long.

Acknowledgements
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Jason Griffin, and Linda Parsons, K-State; Justin Moss, Oklahoma State Univ.; Erik Ervin, Virginia Tech; Xi Xiong,
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Univ.; and Jim Brosnan, Univ. of Tennessee. Thank you!
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I hope everyone has a great rest of the year. I’m looking
forward to seeing you at the Kansas Turf Conference December 1-3 in Topeka! (Mark Willmore)

Planting Trees in the Fall
The fall season can be
an excellent time to
plant trees. During the
spring, soils are cold
and may be so wet that
low oxygen levels inhibit root growth. The
warm and moist soils
associated with fall
encourage root growth.
Fall root growth means the tree becomes established well
before a spring-planted tree and is better able to withstand
summer stresses. However, certain trees do not produce significant root growth during the fall and are better planted in
the spring. These include beech, birch, redbud, magnolia,
tulip poplar, willow oak, scarlet oak, black oak, willows, and
dogwood.
Fall-planted trees require some special care. Remember that
roots are actively growing even though the top is dormant.
Make sure the soil stays moist but not soggy. This may require watering not only in the fall but also during the winter
months if we experience warm spells that dry the soil. Mulch
also is helpful because it minimizes moisture loss and slows
the cooling of the soil so root growth continues as long as
possible. Evergreens should be moved earlier in the fall than
deciduous plants. They need at least six weeks before the
ground freezes for the roots to become established. (Ward
Upham)

Figure 3. KSUZ 0802 produces turf with Z. matrella-like
quality, but cold hardiness equivalent to Meyer.
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Meet the Candidates Running for the KTF Board of Directors
Sean DeCoursey—KC Testing & Engi-

We have 5 great candidates on the ballot for the KTF Board of
Directors this year. A ballot will be mailed out with your Kansas Turfgrass Conference program. We appreciate the interest of
these members who are willing to serve on the board of directors
for a 3-year term. Be sure to vote!

neering
Sean graduated from Truman State University in 2001 and earned his MBA at the
University of Kansas in 2007. He currently works at Kansas City Testing and Engineering as a project manager whose responsibilities include the Turf and Field
Testing division. He is also a member of
ASTM committee F-08 on Sports Playing Surfaces. Sean is
a veteran who fought in Iraq where he was awarded the
Combat Infantryman's Badge, and served in the Kansas, Missouri, and Florida National Guard from 1997-2012, when he
was medically retired.

Tony Bennett—Van Diest Supply
Tony is the Central & Western Kansas Area
Manager for Van Diest Supply Company. The
markets he covers include turf & ornamentals,
golf, vegetation management, mosquito, and
aquatics. Tony got his start in the industry as a
Lawn Care Operator for 3 years before going
to work for Van Diest Supply Company in
2001 as a Marketing Specialist for Specialty
Products. His responsibilities included inside sales and hosting
the Annual Van Diest Fall End-User Seminars and Spring Mosquito workshops. In his 14 years as Marketing Specialist, he
hosted over 300 mosquito workshops and 150 End-User seminars across 10 states. Tony left his Marketing position and
moved into the field when Don Breault retired. “I had spent so
much time working and traveling across Kansas that when Don
was ready to retire, Kansas was just a natural fit.
I would like to serve on the KTF Board of Directors because
I have had the privilege of working and consulting for numerous
associations across the Midwest and Rocky Mountain Regions
and realize and respect how important they are. I would be proud
and honored to serve the KTF in any capacity I can.”

Mike Kipper—Supreme Turf, Olathe
Mike is area manager and sales representative for Supreme Turf. He covers Kansas and
Missouri. His duties include sales, consulting
and account management. He works with
customers to provide solutions to their turf
and ornamental issues for the best possible
outcome. He graduated from Missouri State
University with a BS in Horticulture. Mike
has been in the Kansas City turf arena for
over 30 years and with Supreme Turf for the last 20. “I have
been a member of KTF for over 29 years and know most of
the other members. Because my daughter is now away at K
State, I now have the time to give back to the industry and
use my experience to strengthen KTF.”

Jeff Eldridge, CGCS—Lake Quivira CC
Jeff is a golf and grounds manager for Lake
Quivira CC. He received his bachelor degree in
Landscape Horticulture from Colorado State University in 1989. After graduation he became the
superintendent for Emporia CC followed by
superintendent stints at Deer Creek GC, Lakewood Oaks CC and Nicklaus Golf Club at
LionsGate. After LionsGate he worked briefly in
a startup business, then served as Area Sales Manager for Bayer
Crop Science for two years covering Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas and Arkansas. He has been a member of GCSAA since
1988 and earned his certification in 1996. He has served on
served on several committees with the GCSAA and on the board
of directors for HAGCSA, MVTA and KTF. “I thank the KTF
for the opportunity to once again serve this great association and
would be honored to receive your vote.”

Nathan Shelton, Hutchinson Community College
Nathan is the Lead Groundskeeper for
Hutchinson Community College. He is in
charge of all things dealing with the upkeep of the Community College. Nathan
joined the KTF four years ago and has
been learning from some long-time KTF
members. “Being new to the industry, I have tried to surround myself with knowledgeable long-time members and
attending the educational sessions at the annual conference.”
He graduated with his BA in Sports Administration from
Central Christian College in McPherson. “My love for
grounds came from playing baseball because the team was in
charge of field maintenance. To me, the finished field was
something to be proud of.” Nathan has also started one of
the best Demo Gardens in the state with the help of the Reno
Master Gardeners. “I love working with the members of the
Reno County Master Gardeners because of all the knowledge
they have to share.” He is excited to have a chance to be on
the board of the KTF.

Check out the K-State Turfgrass Blog
at:
www.KSUTurf.org/blog/
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Rocky Ford Update

Equipment Dealers that
Support K-State Turf
for Use at Rocky Ford

Fall is in the air —football has started and
the Wildcats are off to a good start! Let’s
hope the Royals can win the World Series
this year!

Excel Sales/Hustler Turf Equipment
Out-front Rotary Mower

Fall is for aerifying, fertilizing, and planting
and we are busy at Rocky Ford doing what
you are all doing.

Z-Spray Sprayer/Fertilizer Spreader
John Deere Landscapes &
L.T. Rich Products, Inc.

Zoysiagrass was plugged this summer for some new research.
We seeded two new areas to fescue and ryegrass. The research is winding down for now until next spring.

Kansas Golf & Turf

Electric Greens Mower
Smithco Sprayer

It sounds like the new irrigation pump will be going in this
winter and next spring which will help immensely. We will
be looking for some irrigation donations, so I’ll be contacting
you. We appreciate the equipment and products donated for
our research efforts. We couldn’t do it without your help!

Professional Turf Products
Toro Triplex Greensmower
RMI Golf Carts
Utility Cart

We had a great Turf & Ornamentals Field Day at the Olathe
Center in August. I hope you were there to see the new research happening to the east. My ‘ol bud had the place looking great!

Van Wall Equipment Co./John Deere
John Deere Triplex Tee Mower

The Kansas Turf Conference is just around the corner—
December 1, 2 & 3. We have some exciting changes coming
to the trade show and great educational sessions lined up.
Mark the dates to attend! I hope to see you there!
(Cliff Dipman)

If your company is interested in supporting
K-State turfgrass research by providing equipment,
contact Cliff Dipman at
(785) 539-9133.

Planting the new zoysiagrass trial at Rocky Ford Turf Research Center in Manhattan.
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New this Year at the Kansas
Turf Conference

How Much is that Tree
Worth?

If you attend the Kansas Turf Conference this year December
1-3 in Topeka, you will notice several new features.

Determining the value of a tree
is complicated, but not impossible.

First of all, the Kansas Nursery & Landscape Association
will be joining us this year, offering additional sessions in
Basic and Advanced Nursery & Landscape Management, as
well as having more vendors at the trade show. We are excited for the possibilities this can bring to the dynamics of
our conference.

What are the factors used to
assess a tree’s value? Find out
in the link below, in a newlyrevised KSU publication, Ornamental Tree Evaluation by
Cathie Lavis, Jason Griffin,
Tim McDonnell, Ivan Katzer,
and Randy James.

Each afternoon the trade show will “kick-off” with a 15minute presentation. On December 1, Dr. Brandon Horvath,
one of our featured out-of-state speakers from the University
of Tennessee, will talk on “The History and Development of
Mowing Technology.” On December 2, Cheryl Boyer and
Jared Hoyle will talk on “How to Use Social Media in the
Green Industry.” You won’t want to miss these talks!

http://www.bookstore.ksre.ksu.edu/pubs/MF632.pdf

There will be an interactive exhibit in the trade show on turf
and landscape weeds, disease, and insects. You can complete the activity once (either Tuesday or Wednesday) to earn
0.5 hr of credit in 3A & 3B. Be sure to stop by that booth!

Large Patch Prevention Time

Exhibitor Bingo is also new this year. Each attendee will
receive a KTF Exhibitor Bingo card in their registration
packet. Join the fun by visiting participating vendor booths
each day during the trade show hours and turning in your
completed card at the KTF booth. A raffle drawing will be
held both Tuesday and Wednesday for a great prize. You
must be present to win.

September is the time to
be thinking about large
patch in zoysiagrass.
There is some great information about large patch
control at the link below,
starting on page 14.

We have a great educational program lined up, along with an
improved layout for the trade show. 9.5 hrs of both 3A &
3B pesticide credits will be available, as well as educational
credits for GCSAA and the International Society of Arboriculture.

http://www2.ca.uky.edu/agc/pubs/ppa/ppa1/ppa1.pdf

Mark the dates to attend—December 1, 2 & 3. The confer ence program with registration information will be mailed
out soon.

We’ve done quite a few trials at KSU over the years, and our
results match pretty closely with the efficacy data shown at
the above link. Regarding timing, we’ve had good control
from most application timings in September.
Large patch tends to be in the same areas from one year to
the next, so one option is to map out “hot spots” and focus on
those.
If you just can’t get enough large patch info, you can check
out some short videos that I made awhile back. (Megan
Kennelly)
Part 1: (5 min symptoms/biology) https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zD-dlw9NfLk
Part 2 (14 min – management): https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EIl0bsLYatI

“Old Guys Rule” - Two Legends
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Example 2 – a beautiful golf course in Australia that has been
in place for over 100 years. A number of the putting greens
and tees are tucked into vegetative surrounds that can only be
described as tall, dense forest. To complicate matters, the
membership at the course doesn’t have any control over tree
removal; instead, it’s a local government council that makes
the decisions. Obviously, there were trees that had to be
removed when the course was built, but none of the existing
local council representatives, or club members, remember
this. Despite the lack of light, however, members still have
high expectations for putting green quality. This puts the
superintendent in a very difficult predicament. When turf
quality declines, who takes the blame?

Let the Sun Shine
In 2008, I had the
pleasure of travelling
to Japan to speak to
turf managers along
with the late Stanley
Zontek, renowned
USGA Agronomist in
the Mid Atlantic region. Stan had a way
of stating complicated
issues simply. Two of
his well-known phrases were “the grass is talking to you, are
you listening?” and when turf managers raised questions
about growing grass in shade, he reminded them that “grass
needs light to grow.”

Grass needs light to grow.
Imagine if we expected others to do their jobs effectively, but
with limitations in place that would impede their ability to be
successful. For example, imagine if doctors, who take pride
in maintaining the health of human beings, were no longer
able to request blood transfusions or prescribe antibiotics. Would they be as effective as professionals?

We’ve gotten very good at controlling light for our own use.
We can even turn on and dim lights in our houses using a
smart-phone app. Nevertheless, I am shocked at the number
of situations I’ve witnessed in which professional turf managers have no control over the light needed to maintain quality turf. How can a turf professional be successful when such
an important contributor to plant health has been restricted?

I propose we adopt a “turf quality expectation index” that
reflects quality that should be expected when turf is grown
under reduced light levels. Expectations for turf quality
should be reduced in direct proportion to the level of light
reduction, whether they be architects, sports fans, or golf
club members. I’m sure the idea will be widely accepted.

Plants use a narrow spectrum of visible light that scientists
refer to as photosynthetically active radiation (PAR).
Turfgrass often suffers from a lack of PAR because it grows
low to the ground, and the desirable PAR is intercepted by
trees or building structures before it reaches the grass’s
leaves. Light, and more specifically PAR, is a great biostimulant. With light, carbon dioxide, chlorophyll, water, and a
few enzymes and nutrients, plants are self-sustaining. Good
quality turf isn’t possible unless the plants receive enough
PAR so that growth can occur. The turf, however, relies
upon us to make sure it has enough light. Seems simple
enough. Hardly.

Grass needs light to grow. (Jack Fry)
This article was written for, and will appear in the October
2015 issues of Golf Course Management magazine.

During a recent visit to Asia and Australia, I observed several instances where those other than the facility’s turf manager
had control of the light.

Mark the Dates!

Example 1: a large world-renowned sports facility in Asia
where professional events take place. The architects who
constructed the facility likely knew very little about plants.
Instead, their focus was on the design of the facility, including seating capacity, providing light for the players to compete at night, and overhead shelter for the fans. After covering all of the seating areas, a hole was left in the middle of
the roof that might have allowed enough light to enter and
reach most of the field’s surface at noon – but it’s not always
noon; the earth rotates. As constructed, much of the field
was under shade most of the day. Several attempts have
been made to produce a quality playing surface, even by using portable “grow lights.” The sports turf manager is expected to produce quality turf in the shade of a structure well
suited for the comfort of humans, not grass. When turf quality declines, who takes the blame?

December 1, 2 & 3, 2015
Kansas Turfgrass Conference,
Topeka
August 4, 2016
Turfgrass Field Day
Manhattan

Grass needs light to grow.
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Building a Pitcher’s Mound

Featured Speakers
at the 65th Annual
Kansas Turfgrass Conference

at the Kansas Turf Conference
The Sports Turf Management session on
Dec. 2 at the Kansas
Turf Conference will
be presented by Ewing
Irrigation Products. It
is part of an initiative
to educate coaches,
sports turf managers
and volunteers on how to maintain the safest, most playable
baseball fields possible. At this event, you will have the opportunity to network and learn tips from two former top
NFL/MLB groundskeepers. The breakout will be focusing
on the proper construction (material selection, preparation
tips, etc.) of building a pitching mound from the ground up.

in conjunction with KNLA

Dr. Leah Brilman is the Dir ector of Research & Technical Services for Seed Research of Oregon, a division of Pickseed.
She serves as a turfgrass breeder and agronomist for the company. She has been responsible for the development and release of over
70 commercial varieties. As more and more
golf courses switch to effluent water, Leah’s
work focuses on increasing the tolerance for
salt stress in the company’s species.
Dr. Brandon Horvath is the Tur f
Pathologist in the Plant Science Department
at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
His research interests include epidemiology
of turfgrass pathogens and development of
strategies based upon epidemiological research to manage turfgrass diseases.

Troy Smith is Ewing Ir r igation’s National Spor ts Field
Product manager based out of Phoenix, AZ. Prior to joining
Ewing Troy maintained both cool-season and warm-season
turf at the highest levels for organizations such as the Milwaukee Brewers, Denver Broncos and the Arizona Cardinals.
Troy earned his B.S. in Landscape Horticulture/Turfgrass
Management from Colorado State University, and was president of the Sport Turf Managers Association (STMA) in
1999.

Dr. Bill Kreuser is an assistant pr ofessor
in the Agronomy & Horticulture Department
at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. His
research focuses on turfgrass soil, water and
nutrient management. He is interested in the
relationship between turf crown moisture
and temperature stress tolerance. This has
implications for turfgrass survival during
summer and winter droughts and can result
in desiccation of injury and plant death.
Other interests include sustainable lawn management, use of
nitrogen sensing technology to increase fertilizer application
precision, and the cause and management of impermeable ironoxide layers in sand-based putting greens.

Luke Yoder is a member of Ewing’s national spor t field
team and is currently based out of Southern California. Luke
comes from a very decorated sports field management career
acting as a head groundskeeper in both major and minor
league baseball. For the past 12 MLB seasons, Luke has
been the head groundskeeper as well as director of field and
landscape maintenance for the San Diego Padres. In addition
to his responsibilities as head groundskeeper at Petco Park,
Luke also worked with all of the team’s minor league affiliates as well as the team .

Dr. Jay McCurdy is the Extension
Turfgrass Specialist in the Department of
Plant & Soil Science at Mississippi State
University. His emphasis is on turfgrass
weed control, herbicide resistance and low
maintenance, and biologically diverse turf
systems.

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Kansas-TurfgrassFoundation
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Top Quality Tall Fescue Varieties for Kansas
Kansas State University and The National Turfgrass Evaluation Program (NTEP) work
together to determine the best adapted tall fescue cultivars for Kansas. This standardized
program coordinates uniform evaluation research trials from turfgrass selections across the
United States and Canada. These research trials are conducted over many years and data is
recorded throughout the duration of the experiment. Recorded data includes turfgrass quality, color, texture, density, green-up, establishment, drought tolerance, winter injury and
disease/insect damage. To find out more information about NTEP go to – http://
www.ntep.org
The tall fescue varieties listed below were the top preforming varieties from 2013 and 2014 data in the 2012 National Tall Fescue
test located in Wichita, KS. The list contains only varieties that are commercially available in 2015. Varieties were selected according to the mean quality ratings from April to October. Tall fescue varieties listed were not statistically different from the top
performer. Turfgrass quality ratings take into account the aesthetic and functional aspects of the turf. Turfgrass quality is based on
a combination of color, density, uniformity, texture, and disease or environmental stress. Other tall fescue varieties in the evaluation trial may preform well in Kansas. Any tall fescue variety with a rating of 6 or above is considered acceptable. For the complete list of tall fescue varieties and performance data go to – http://www.ntep.org (Jared Hoyle)
2013 Data
Hot Rod
GTO
Rhambler 2 SRP
Michelangelo
4th Millennium
Faith
Firebird 2
Grande 3
Fayette
Thor
Maestro
Temple
Fesnova
Hemi
Black Tail
Avenger II
Firewall
Technique
Rowdy
Reflection
Falcon V

Foxhound
Leonardo
Rockwell
Firecracker SLS
Dynamite LS
Titanium 2LS
Terrano
Raptor III
BIZEM
Bullseye
Diablo
Screamer LS
Saltillo
Caesar
Hover
Catalyst
Kingdom
Frontline

2014 Data
Thor
Technique
Temple
Falcon V
Michelangelo
Rockwell
Black Tail
Avenger II
Terrano
Reflection
Firebird 2
GTO
Meridian
Rowdy
Maestro
BIZEM
Screamer LS
Titanium 2LS
4th Millennium
Traverse 2 SRP
Grande 3

Blast
from
the
Past
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Leonardo
Firecracker SLS
Dynamite LS
Rhambler 2 SRP
Saltillo
Catalyst
Kingdom
Hot Rod
Swagger
Raptor III
Names appearing in this
article are for product
identification purposes
only. No endorsement is
intended, nor is criticism
implied of similar products.

Turf & Ornamentals Field Day—Olathe
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Fall Armyworm
Keep a look out for fall armyworms. A couple of reports have been around the Derby, KS area and have already cause some damage to tall fescue turf. These armyworms were already 1 to 1.5” long.
Fall armyworms (FAW) are a tropical insect that migrate from the south. Once they have migrated, they can have multiple generations a year. In Kansas, we can typically have 2-4 generations, but it all depends on when the FAW get here. Young FAW are
0.5” to 0.75” long and the mature FAW can get up to 1.5” long. An inverted “Y” on the top of the dark-colored head is the best
way to identify this pest.
Fall armyworms feed on grasses and will eat turfgrass leaf blades down to the crown. Once they finish that leaf, they move on to
the next. Where there are heavy infestations, large areas of green turfgrass will look brown in a matter of 24hours or less. When
this occurs, it can give a lawn or turfgrass area the appearance that the turfgrass is moving.
So, are we all shaking in our boots now? Well, don’t worry. The FAW seldom kills the grass. It just scalps it down so a flush new
growth will restore the appearance of the turfgrass. Watering will help speed up the process.
For more information, go to http://www.hfrr.ksu.edu/doc1628.ashx Chemical recommendations for control can also be found
there. (Jared Hoyle)

Fall armyworm damage two weeks after
damage first appears

KTF Founders Society Members
Bayer Environmental Science
Flint Hills National Golf Club
Floratine Midwest
Gard’N Wise
Merrin Godfrey
Heart of America Golf Course Supt. Assn.
Jim Heinze
Kanscapes, Inc.
Kansas City Country Club
Kansas Golf Association
Kansas Golf Course Superintendents Assn.

McPherson College
Prairie Dunes CC
Professional Grounds Management
Ryan Lawn & Tree
Gregg Snyder
Syngenta
Don Tannahill
Turf Professional Equipment
Williams Lawn Seed

A $1,000 contribution (at once, or over time) is all that is required to become a KTF Founder. Our goal is to recruit a
total of 100 Founders over the next several years. These funds are untouched with hope that one day accumulated
interest will help to support turfgrass research.
For more information on how to become a KTF Founders Society member, contact Jack Fry, Horticulture Division,
Throckmorton Hall, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS (785) 532-1430 jfry@ksu.edu
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